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Abstract: Urban comfort is becoming increasingly important due to climate change, increasing population and 
urbanization.  Greater use of mechanical cooling is not reasonable due to consuming more energy, discharging 
anthropogenic heat and CO2 emissions which all can be minimized by passive strategies. As part of the EPSRC 
funded project Urban River Corridors and Sustainable Living Agendas, URSULA, two radically different urban 
regenerations for a site in Sheffield were passively designed and had to be microclimatically assessed upon their 
thermal impacts. Passive design strategy for the first is wind tunneling and solar shelter effects owed to compact 
form that provides river bank access by perpendicular streets.  The second, park option, offers space for the river 
to flood into a green channel which provides evaporative cooling.  Simulations using ENVI-met BETA4 applied 
four receptors to record different meteorology and the pedestrian comfort in terms of Predicted Mean Vote, 
PMV.  The increased green coverage showed horizontal shifting of about 0.2 with 2h of urban time lag in PMV 
records from 14.00-16.00LST in some places. Results give advantage for the park option design but needs more 
emphasize on indoor performance.  
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1. Introduction 
Temperature increases due to climate change are further exasperated within urban areas due to 
hard urban surfaces, reduced porosity, and deep canyons preventing radiation release and 
ventilation [1-4]. Careful design of urban form and the use of green infrastructure can 
mitigate this effect [5]; many studies showed the benefits of vegetation such as trees [6-9] and 
Parks [10-13]. However there are often many other, sometimes competing, drivers which 
affect the design of our urban forms. Urban forms are the fabric of a site along with its 
network and vegetation.  From these standing points, a statistical study in Sheffield presented 
the distances to the nearest green node which is followed by the biometeorological green 
structure study, GreenSect, to confine UHI effects [14] by the application of park cooling 
island effect, PCI [15]. In this study, microclimate effects of two radically different urban 
form designs for one site in Sheffield took place as part of URSULA project. Site is located 
near the centre of Sheffield, in the temperate UK climate. Although the city is having high 
levels of vegetation it showed an UHI of 2C on a spring day [16]; with the potential for 
greater, and more frequent heat waves. Site is approximately 1.2 hectares (c.300mx400m) 
adjacent to the river Don.  The riverside location offers recreational benefits, but also presents 
a high risk of flooding and the rationales for two urban form designs for this site have been 
developed in relation with these two issues. The first design alternative has been developed to 
facilitate and enhance access to the river, through the use of streets running perpendicular to 
the bank. On the river front the buildings have been stepped back from the river to create new 
urban squares looking onto the river, and also to reduce the risk of high wind speeds [17]. The 
streets are designed to a similar scale to the surrounding existing infrastructure and the open 
spaces have an urban character with hard landscape treatment and urban trees.  In the second 
design the main objective is to make space for water as an adaptation method for present day 
climate change symptoms.  As the risk of flooding was the initial driver, a channel for flood 
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water has been created through the middle of the site. In order to avoid obstruction when it 
floods, the channel is treated as a meadow planted with only grass and reeds. This long 
continuous open space is expected to provide cooling effect according to the principle that 
park land provides cooling up to approximately 300m from the park [7, 18- 20]. The two 
radically different proposals are designed also differently from passive strategies’ point of 
view. Passive urban form design is believed to affect indoor energy consumption and thermal 
performance so that energy supplies can be minimized [3, 4, 7, 9]. As the main objective of 
passive design is to minimize indoor heat gain/loss so that energy is saved, first design case, 
C1 provide cooling/heating by compact form tunneling and thermal mass effects. The second 
design case, C2 provide evaporative cooling in summer by the more vegetated area.  With 
respect to URSULA concerns about heat waves and floods in summer, the study was then to 
find which of both alternatives have the better thermal impact in comparison to their existing 
urban form. 
 
2. Methodology 
Methodology is composed of two steps; first, urban climate conditions of each case is 
simulated to have meteorological plots at same certain points in each case. Second, average 
outdoor meteorology for each case is calculated to ensure results from receptors as well as 
validating the averaging methodology and tool. 
 
2.1. Method 
Numerical simulations using ENVI-met were applied for its easy and few data entries as well 
as the understanding of urban climate it gives [21].  ENVI-met simulates the surface-plant-air 
interactions with a resolution of 0.5 to 10 m in space and 10 sec in time from microclimate to 
local climate scale using the fundamentals of thermodynamics and heat transfer as a CFD 
package [22, 23].  The model formatted on a number of on sub-models to model and analyze 
surface-plant-soil-air relations, its 3.1 version is validated for radiation and RH and still have 
limitations [9, 21].  The software is relevant to this study as it assesses the outdoor thermal 
performance in terms of different meteorological outputs along with pedestrian comfort levels 
using the modified Predicted Mean Vote, PMV following the work of Jendritzky [24-26].  
ENVI-met gives results in terms of thematic maps extracted from results by the Leonardo tool 
or numerically in terms of meteorological records corresponding to each grid in the simulated 
urban form [22].  In order to ensure results of the receptors along with having a complete idea 
about whole outdoor spaces performance rather than only single receptor points, PolygonPlus 
has been used. PolygonPlus is a visual basic tool used after ENVI-met to generate reference 
averaged neighborhood meteorology rather than records at single non-representative points 
[13]. Moreover, comparisons of different urban designs upon their urban spaces 
meteorological averages can take place against receptors’ outputs to validate PolygonPlus.   
 
2.2. 6BParameterization 
Table 1 shows the simulation input data for the 27 P

th
P of July which is the extreme summer day 

for Sheffield, UK (Lat; 53.38, Long; -1.46), fig. 1 [28]. Two methods of recording outdoor 
meteorological data were used, snapshot receptors of ENVI-met and the averaging tool 
PolygonPlus.  Four snapshot receptors were located at the boundaries and the middle of the 
site to record air temperature TRaR, Relative Humidity RH, wind Velocity V, and PMV at 1.5m 
above ground level, fig. 1/b, c, d.  The hypothesis assumes that pedestrian PMV of both cases 
will be different as the fabric, network and vegetation elements of the built environment are 
varying. Output were then compared with the whole site averaged records calculated by 
PolygonPlus tool developed by Fahmy [29] to represent a whole local scale urban spaces’ 
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climate condition rather than single points, fig. 2. Due to no modeling measurements for trees 
foliage, urban trees, U1, U2 and U3, used in simulations were modeled after Fahmy [9] by the 
application of the value LAI=1, table 1.  
 
Table 1: Inputs  used in simulations based on [22, 30, 31]. 
Parameter  Value  
Outdoor Ta 295.45 K  
RH 60%  
V  3.4 m/s at 10m height 
Indoor Ta 293.15 K 
Ground temperature 288.15 K from 0-0.5m and 286.35 K from 0.5-2m 
Ground humidity 40% from 0-0.5m and 50% from 0.5-2m 
U value Walls             1.0 for all buildings walls 
U value Roofs  2.0 for all buildings roofs 
Albedo Walls                                    0.475 for all buildings walls 
Albedo Roofs 0.45 for all buildings roofs 
Albedo Pavement 0.67 
Albedo Asphalt 0.20  
Human walking speed 1.1 m/s 
Pedestrian Clo. 0.50 
U1; Alunas cordota 10m total height – 1.8m height to canopy – 3 height of max diameter 
U2; Alunas cordota 7m total height – 1.8m height to canopy – 3 height of max diameter 
U3; London plane 20m total height – 2m height to canopy – 10 height of max diameter 

 

 

 

R3 
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Fig.1/b: ENVI-met Graphical user 
interface; Modeling the urban form 
alternative 1 for the case area, R is 
abbreviation for the receptor placed 
at points 1-4. 

Fig.1/a: Google maps capture for the 
site area and the existing fabric. 
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3. Simulation course 
3.1. Results 
Fig. 3 illustrates the comparison for Ta, RH, V and PMV extracted from the receptors plotted 
along with the averaged reference local climate condition calculated by PolygonPlus for 12h 
except the base case which simulation encountered a numerical flow error at the last 
simulated hour. However, it didn't affect the comparisons and the concluded remarks as there 
was 11 common hours from 8-18LST.  Good agreement appeared between records from the 
individual receptors and the averaged values for Ta and RH, whereas considerable difference 
found between the receptors and the average value for V and PMV, demonstrating a 
microclimate manipulation on the local scale.  All Ta and RH records show the same trend in 
all cases with reductions in C2 Ta due to the more vegetated area used in comparison to both 
C1 and BC. The opposite trend in RH occurred attributed also to the different vegetated area 
used. The sudden drop in PMV record of some cases like C1 at the receptor point R2 indicates 
the effect of shading.  Wind speeds are much higher in C2 than both C1 and BC owed to open 
fabric used that removed the blockage effect might occur by the fabric in C1. And in 
combination with the reduced Ta in C2, and resulted more acceptable PMV records at 
receptors microclimate regardless the reduced PMV of the averaged local records of C2 than 
PMV at C2R3 as the averaged records is a reference for the whole neighborhood rather than 
for a single point. The effect of urban thermal mass firstly found by Fahmy [13] has been also 
found in this study despite the different climatic region.  Regardless the close PMV trend of 
both alternatives' averaged values; increasing green coverage in the park option showed a 
minor urban thermal mass effect represented by a difference in PMV of 0.1-0.3 at peak time 
almost with no urban time lag. Receptor, R, no.1 and no.2 showed similar PMV horizontal 
shifting on the curve of about 0.2 with 2h of urban time lag from 14.00LST to 16.00LST.  R3 

R2 

R1 
R4 

R3 

R3 

R1 
R4 

R2 

Fig.1/c: ENVI-met Graphical user 
interface; Modeling the urban form 
alternative 2 for the case area. 

Fig.1/d: ENVI-met Graphical user 
interface; Modeling the urban form 
base case. 
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showed vertical shifting indicating reductions due to the more vegetation in C2. R4 also 
showed vertical shifting but with increased PMV value at peak time due to the less trees in 
comparison to C1.  
 

 

 

 

Fig.3/a: Comparison of averaged Ta  

and the receptors outputs for 
different cases. 

Fig.3/b: Comparison of averaged 
RH and the receptors outputs for 
different cases. 

Fig.3/c: Comparison of averaged V 
and the receptors outputs for 
different cases. 
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Fig.3/d: Comparison of averaged PMV and the receptors outputs for different cases. 
 
3.2. Discussion and conclusion  
This study aimed to assess the thermal performance of two radically different urban 
regeneration alternatives with their existing case in Sheffield in order to give on of the 
alternatives an advantage for execution. Methodology composed of two steps; first, urban 
climate conditions of each case is simulated to have meteorological plots at same certain 
points in each case. Second, average outdoor meteorology for each case is calculated to 
ensure results from receptors as well as validating the averaging tool, PolygonPlus.  All 
averages’ records occurred between the maxima and minima of receptors outputs of each case 
which validates PolygonPlus.  The more vegetated alternative revealed reductions in the 
whole neighborhood pedestrian comfort records. This is owed to the open form that allowed 
more wind speed averages as well as more park cooling effect. On the other hand, an urban 
thermal mass effect has been noticed. It can be said that the whole C2 urban green structure 
turned the neighborhood form into urban thermal mass that shifted PMV curves from C1 as 
shown in fig.3 and agrees with Fahmy [13], p-138, regardless the different climate 
classification of Sheffield’s case in this study.  After all, outdoor climate assessment suggests 
that the second urban form design is probably more sustainable with reference to urban spaces 
simulated in the two alternatives in comparison to the existing site urban form, but further 
indoor analysis is required to study the impact of each urban form on the energy demand and 
the green house gases emissions; i.e. coupling whole neighborhood buildings’ indoor thermal 
performances with their outdoors.  
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